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Introductions
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Linda’s background, where she was born and family background.
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Husband and children and their interest in the program and how that influences
them.
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Educational background and how she came to decide on being a chef.
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Influence of her art degree has on her attitudes toward foods and being a chef and
really everything she does.
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The creativity with cooking vs. technically how it’s being taught.
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Her chef training in Paris and travels in Europe regarding attitudes toward food.
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Working background and ideas on sustainability.
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Ideas on indigenous culture and the learned ideals of these cultures.
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The culture of the farmers market and how that helps with the ideals of farm to
school program.
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Finish work history and how that has always tied to farms and quality products.
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Time in Paris for chef school and did that influence your ideas of food and
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What did the food scene in the U.S. look like when you were returning from chef
school?
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The difference between the East Coast and the West Coast in food ideals.
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Started when working with farmers through a CSA in 1998.
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In 1999 was a co-chair if Portland Chef’s collaborative.
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Chef’s collaborative identified Portland as the place for their national retreat, and
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What did she remember about her school lunch program and how did that influence
her efforts in the Farm to School Program.
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The challenges of the current school kitchen equipment and bringing farm fresh
foods.
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Exposure to a Farm to School program when she was growing up, would that have
changed anything for her in how she approached life and food?
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What does your current garden look like?
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What were the first steps of development of the Farm to School program and who
was involved and when and when did the Portland Public Schools become
involved?
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2005 the consolidation of the Edwards’ program and Abernathy’s and some of the
people involved and challenges.
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The “Garden of Wonders” program, and how Portland Public Schools became
involved and how they looked at it as a complete program with all educations
aspects of learning, the PPS wellness policy.
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What are the challenges that the U.S. government policy requirements and
institutional requirements in general created?
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Again bringing back the ideas of creativity to deal with these institutional
requirements.
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How do you deal with these restrictions?
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Do you feel the program is working and what would it take to make this program fit
nationwide?
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The educational component of the program and its importance.
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After Abernathy where did you move on to and what does eat.think.grow. do.
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Getting Oregon to fund the bringing of Oregon farm foods to schools and the grant
writing.
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What were some of your most memorable moments from the program?

